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Dear colleagues!

The majestic galleon vigorously cleaved through the cold autumn waters of the uneasy North Sea. Two military and three trade vessels of the accompanying group tried not to lag behind the leader considerably. They were insolently fighting the forces of water as well. Sails of the ships were widely blown by the gusting southwest wind condensing and then disseminating the foggy haze over water over and over again. Despite the upcoming twilight and fair rolling, in the distance one could already see the outlines of the long-awaited land. The coast of the Southern Holland was approximately six hours away from the small flotilla.

Despite the extreme conditions at the deck few passengers of a galleon tired of the long voyage stood in line along the board and stared at the indistinct silhouettes of the homeland coast.

The diplomatic expedition launched by the grand pensionary of the province of Holland Johan van Oldenbarnevelt aimed at the audience with the King Henry IV in France was coming to its end.

The high-ranked grandee was on the deck in the nasal part of the ship in the company of his closes adviser. They were having a world-outlook conversation.

- My dear Hugo, I am not asking you the reason for the human society to need rules. But I am asking a much more important question: how are we to justify the necessity of rules and their observance when everyone strives to break them for the sake of his or her own interests?

- Is it Johan van Oldenbarnevelt that asks me this question?!
- Hugo Grotius cheerfully laughed loudly, but suddenly he frowned and turned back to the interlocutor. - The problem is that every sovereign establishes laws limiting the rights of others and therefore providing softer realization of interests of the legislator. Every monarch establishes own dominant in the territory of the state. It is logical. But then you shouldn’t be surprised that all governors do the same. There is certain logic here, but it is the logic of contradictions - not peace. There are a lot of sovereigns: the number of countries in the world corresponds to the number of sets of rules aimed at creation of advantages for some of us and limitation of rights of others. However apart from the Divine enlightenment the world needs certain standard rules able to harmonize interests of all parties and lead them all to the common benefit, no matter if the parties are separate countries, campaigns or even specific people from different countries.

- But after all, if conventional general laws, in case of their emergence, are not observed by the strongest countries of the world, such laws finally won’t work in general! And as the history shows such countries are interested in expansion, aggressive wars and colonization!

- You are right, my lord! The strong countries try to impose their interests and rules of their realization to the less developed and protected territories. As a result there are conflicts and wars. Territories of others are captured and empires are built! And this will go on until every country aggressor understands that the price for war becomes higher than the price for peace... Such understanding will come eventually; we just have to wait patiently. But this time will inevitably come...
For now as it seems to me, we should pay attention to the beautiful sea!

- The sea? - Oldenbarnevelt was surprised. - What does it have to do with “the right of the peoples” you are talking about in such a persistent manner?

- The sea is the liquid substance and valuable things can’t be indissolubly “attached” to it on a constant basis. People don’t live here, they are just forced to overcome the sea barrier to connect different lands. Where there are no values and people - there aren’t any environment for realization of the political power! “The international law” has to start from “the free sea”. At least, if we are to convince modern governors that some sphere of international equality exists, such sphere, as it seems to me, can only be only the sea.

In 1609 the historical work of the outstanding Dutch lawyer and statesman Hugo Grotius called “Mare Liberum” was published. It laid the foundation to the development of theoretical bases and the international law system.
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with providing the guarantees of deserving consumption of public benefits and services, with the grant of public defence to the citizens, that they require” [4, p. 25].

A.N. Averyn examines social policy as “influence of the state on the social sphere of society, its activity in relation to satisfaction of social necessities of people, support of deserving for society standards of their living, granting of social services to the population, providing constitutional and social guarantees to the citizens, granting social support to the disabled and those of scanty means groups of population” [5, p.4].

Thus, most scientists believe that social policy is a “complex of measures from the state”, that are aimed at “different social and demographic as well as professional groups of population and regions of a country”.

The essence, character, features and mechanisms of realization of social policy, its separate constituents, determine over two hundred laws and sub legislative acts. It is worth noting that social policy is differentiated by the laws of Ukraine in accordance with the sex and age categories of citizens.

The aim of social policy of the state is providing the stable functioning of society, achievement of public consent and social integrity, proper level of vital activity of people.

The subjects of social policy include: public organs, departments and establishments; public, religious, eleemosynary and other non-state associations; commercial, financial and other business structures; citizens that participate on professional or voluntarily principles in realization of civil and public initiatives.

The object of social policy is somehow more difficult to be defined. P. Speaker attributes social defence and social services to the object of social policy [6]. M. Holovaty and M. Pansisuk - “social security (pension system for the elderly, in case of disability and others like that), system of health protection, education, science and culture and prevention of criminality” [7]. P. Shevchuk - “individuals, groups or communities that require certain social support and defence” [8]. As evident from the determinations considered above, the list of objects of social policy can be different.

The basic directions of public social policy of Ukraine are the following: profits, standard of living of citizens; employment of citizens and condition of labour market; organization of labour and payment for it; labour protection; obligatory state social security; housing provision for citizens and others. There were defined separate main components of the system of social security of citizens: social security related to labour activity, separate cash disbursements and pensions; help to families with children; address social help to the separate groups of scanty means; granting of housing subsidies; indemnifications and privileges for those, who suffered from ecological and man-made catastrophes [9].

It is necessary to notice that directions of social policy are oriented to the family, however as the latter is not examined as an integral object, they are usually not agreed, do not take into account the specific of functioning and development of family, the stages of its life cycle, necessities and that is why it is often ineffective.

Thus, taking into account the above-mentioned facts, it is possible to draw conclusion that, firstly, there are different approaches to understanding the content of social policy, its aim, subjects, and their competences. Secondly, public social policy in Ukraine is on the stage of reformation and differentiated by the laws of Ukraine in accordance with the sex and age categories of citizens. Thirdly, the public social policy of Ukraine depends on socio-economic development and is not enough financed from the state budget which is done by the permanent principle. Fourthly, the social policy of the state is oriented mainly to the population on the whole and, actually, does not take into account the interests of the family as a social institute.

Social problems that families in Ukraine face can be divided into two groups. The first group is formed with the problems of general social character (macroeconomic and micro social), including those related to the spheres of health protection, culture, employment. The second group represents the specific of functioning of a family as a social institute, institutional concept of vital activity of the family. The aggregate of these problems represents the object of FP. General social measures that social policy operates, relate families directly. However they are not oriented to family purposefully as an object of social policy is a population on the whole. FP is oriented to the family as to a concrete object and is called to create terms for the solution of specific family problems.

In this connection it is necessary to investigate the concept of “family policy”. The term “family policy” has a relatively recent origin, it was developed in the 2nd half of the XX century. Kernereman and Kon were the first researchers who tried to define the term of “family policy”. In 1978 they published the research paper “Family policy: State and Family in 14 countries” [10], where they investigated countries with an explicit and implicit family policy. An “explicit family policy” meant that there is a state in the country, the concept of FP is legally and institutionally fixed. The family was the object of political discussions, and the political aim in relation to the family was officially formed. An “implicit” FP meant the lack of all the above mentioned characteristics. Although other directions of public social policy were related to the family, their aims were different and, as a rule, not concentrated on the family.

A demographic seminar on problems of FP that took place in Yurmala (Latvia) in 1988 set the beginning of the active development of content of FP, its aims, forms and methods. Respectively in research papers and social and political vocabulary this term has been actively used approximately since the middle of 1980-s.

In the former USSR the concept of “family policy” was actively introduced in scientific and socio-political vocabulary only at the end of 1980-s and used along with more usual terms, such as “policy of population”, “demographic policy” and “family planning”. At that time scientists and politicians made an effort to define the concept of FP, set forth its aims, principles and directions, show its place in the system of measures of social policy, ground correlation with social and demographic policy, to relate to the problem of family planning and the others like that.

In connection with the development by the State Labour Committee of the USSR the basic directions of improvement the position of women, family and children in 1989 under the direction of the well-known demographer A. Vyshevnvyiski, the government program called “Family Policy in the USSR in 90-s” was introduced. The Preamble to this Program stated: 1) “…the active family policy aimed at the improvement of social, economic and moral terms of implementation by the family its functions must become the major component part of all social policy of the state in the USSR; 2) “…family policy will be developed and conducted as an integral system of interrelated measures and with the maximal account of new realities: market economy, social partnership, political democracy” [11, p. 26].

In 1991 in Moscow there was the conference of the International union of family organizations “Global family policy and rights for family”. This was the first conference in Russia at the national level, where the mentioned definition was used in its name.

Nowadays the importance of development of strategic directions of FP is understood by both scientists and politicians. The amount of professional researches in this area increased considerably, as well as legislative projects develop in different countries, including the aim of control of changes in FP both on national and European levels.

At the same time, to this day the concept of “family policy” does not have a single interpretation and represents enough different approaches both by scientists and practical workers, although it is quite often applied, first of all by scientists, in mass media. The concept got considerable amplification at the international level, in the documents of the UNO and other international organizations,
state acts of many countries of the world. However its definition can be found neither in the “Demographic encyclopedic dictionary”, nor in the multilingual demographic dictionary prepared under an aegis of the International union on the study of population nor in the encyclopedic dictionary “Population”.

It cannot be found in Ukrainian encyclopedias and dictionaries either. It is necessary to emphasize that the first works on the problems of FP in domestic scientific literature appeared at the end of 1990-a [12; 13 and others]. However, as justly I.A. Semenets-Orlova states, they lacked theory, and sometimes explained the issue of FP very superficially [14].

Lately a range of profound works with the detailed analysis of domestic practice of FP has been published [15; 16 etc.]. However FP in these papers is often examined in a narrow meaning (in understandings is oftenthe concentration of attention prevails mainly on direct cash disbursements, aid to having many children families, tax deductions, paid maternity leave). In other scientific works the accented attention is only on demographic and pronatalistic aspects of FL, and more precisely – stating existent problems without the differentiated study of ways of their possible overcoming.

As for today the concept of “family policy” is more often used in scientific publications as an independent category for denotation of activity of government and other services for social defence of the family, granting of address support to families of certain types. However the legitimacy of such a concept among the specialists causes little doubt. As stated above, some scientists equate FP with social defence, identify it actually with state security, indemnifications, privileges. Other examine FP as a branch simultaneously of social and demographic policy, concentrating more attention depending on professional specialization, on demographic, social, cultural, medical and other aspects. Knowledge about family, its problems and conformities to the law of development, received by scientists, present informative and methodological basis for setting the aim and tasks of FP, for development of mechanisms and programs of its realization.

Considering the definitions of the investigated concept offered by scientists, we will distinguish a few scientific approaches to the essence of SFP.


It is worth noting that measures conducted within the framework of social policy first of all influence family. However they take not enough into account its interests as a social institute. SFP is aimed at strengthening the social institute of family, it protects its interests and rights in the process of community development, and also allows discovering and setting the specific problems of family. Therefore equation of social policy with the family one is illegal and can result actually in the denial of the latter.

Other scientists examine SFP from positions of the lack of synonymous determination as social or economic policy (M.Yu. Arutyunyan, A.H. Vyshevenskiy, H.S. Vistovska, T.A. Yeilizarova, H.V. Rakhmanova, V.I. Zhukov and others).

S.Yu. Aksionova, O.M. Balakireva, V.S. Vasulchenko, A.M. Hrynchenko, O.A. Hrishnova, L.P. Kerk, M.M. Shymansovskiy and others, include FP in the complement of demographic policy (or socio-demographic policy), that considerably narrows the value of population in relation to family, identifies it practically with the reproductive function. As the objects of demographic policy are the populations of a country on the whole or of separate regions, socio - demographic groups of population, families of certain types and stages of life cycle, and a demographic policy is a purposeful activity of public organs and other social institutes in the field of adjusting of processes of recreation of population, and also allows discovering and setting the specific problems of family. Therefore equation of social policy with the family one is illegal and can result actually in the denial of the latter.

As we see, demographic and family policies are interrelated, but are not identical. A demographic policy is also the constituent of a social policy. However it is distinguished by other than FP grounds: by its function, but not by its object. At the same time a demographic function is only one among other functions of the family, and that is why the demographic development can be influenced first of all through the family.

It is obvious that the question of comprehension of the concept of “family policy”, its selection from social and demographic policies, is hardly possible to consider decided. It is possible to assert taking into account the facts mentioned above, that an exact and generally accepted concept of FP is not developed yet, while the manner of its usage testifies that researchers do not insist on its synonymous usage and examine FP as an area of simultaneously social and demographic policy, accenting attention, depending on professional interests, on demographic, social, cultural, medical and other aspects.

To the group of scientific approaches to the essence of SFP as a separate direction of social policy we take such scientific ideas that correlate to its definition as: a) legal activity of the state: purposeful complex of legal norms, actions and methods carried out by the state (D.J. Van de Rea, M. Jackson, H. Joshy, Sh. Kamerman, D. Koleman, J. Yesping-Andersen); purposeful activity of organs of state administration and other subjects of policy (O.A. Khasbulatova, A.V. Smirnova, N.M. Stepanova, V.N. Smirnova, A.I. Shevchenko, O.O. Zayremenko); b) direct public policy: one of priority or specific directions of public policy and corresponding activity of the state (S.V. Tolstoukhova, V.I. Dovzhenko, H.V. Heravymenko, L.S. Volyntsev, M.M. Piatnytska, O.I. Brahodarnyi, S.V. Rak, A.O. Fomenko, I.O. Kurylo and others); value-oriented system of state activity (A.M. Mishyn, A.I. Pianov, O.I. Kharitonova, A.I. Shevchenko, O.O. Zayremenko); c) public sector: one of priority or specific directions of public policy and corresponding activity of the state (S.V. Tolstoukhova, V.I. Dovzhenko, H.V. Heravymenko, L.S. Volyntsev, M.M. Piatnytska and others); complex policy (V.I. Kutsenko, I.M. Lavrenenko, I.V. Shmidt and others); d) complex of measures aimed at the strengthening of basic family, it protects its interests and rights in the process of community development, and also allows discovering and setting the specific problems of family. Therefore equation of social policy with the family one is illegal and can result actually in the denial of the latter.

Institute of foreign experience, I.I. Oyspova offered the following classification of approaches to FP in the developed countries:

- family - a policy aimed at encouragement of a birth-rate, aid to mothers at the combination of maternity and work (France);
- traditional – aimed at providing gender equality. The policy of the state is conducted with the aim of support of a double role of a worker and a father, freedom of choice by a family of form, structure, own trajectory (Sweden, Denmark);
- egalitarian – aimed at providing gender equality. The policy of the state is conducted with the aim of support of a double role of a worker and a father, freedom of choice by a family of form, structure, own trajectory (Sweden, Denmark);
- family non-interventional - conditioned by non-interference in life of a family, as a family is able to provide own necessities without a considerable help from the side of the state (the USA, Great Britain).
The specific of approach to SFP in the Russian Federation is exposed in the works of leading scientists, as well as in normative and legal acts. Thus, a Russian scientist A.I. Pianov determines SFP as “independent direction of social policy, that is the system of complex activity of the state, directed at the social institute with the aim of its strengthening and development, defence of institutional rights and interests of the family, providing its independence, relative autonomy and prosperity; activation of its subject role in social space in which the state and family act as equal in rights subjects - partners” [20, p. 125].

A.V. Artuikhov believes that SFP is “a part of social policy, complex of the measures, aimed at providing certain influence on the family, processes of family changes or family behavior” [21].

O.A. Khasbulatova and A.V. Smirnova consider SFP as “purposeful activity of organs of state administration and other subjects of policy that is conducted with the aim of creation of optimal terms for functioning of family and successful implementation of socially meaningful functions” [22, p. 3].

Official interpretation of SFP by the Russian Federation is given in the Decree of the President of the Russian Federation “On main directions of public family policy” of May, 14, 1996 № 712 (with amendments of 5.10.2002) [23], that declares the SFP as the constituent of social policy of the Russian Federation and the integral system of principles, estimations and measures of organizational, economic, legal, scientific, informative, propagandist and skilled character, aimed at improving conditions and standards of the life of families.

It is necessary to emphasize that SFP in the Russian Federation (further RF) is examined as a system of principles, estimations and measures. And in Ukraine, in the current release of the Conception of state family policy [24], contrary to the Russian Federation, SFP is examined as a system of priority measures. However having analysed them it is possible to discover that the measures foreseen by the Conception are not incorporated in the integral system. Public organs that must carry out them are not defined this normative document. Presumably that is why the measures foreseen by the Conception are deprived of the value meaning and fundamental complex approach to the family as an autonomous integral social institute and are aimed at the removal of consequences, but not reasons that hinder full value functioning of the institute of family. There is no official determination of base definition in the domestic Conception of public family policy.

On the basis of analysis and generalization of scientific ideas it is established, that SFP is directly related to the strengthening of a social institute of family, it protects its interests and rights in the process of community development, and also allows discovering and settling the specific problems of family.

In connection with this we can draw a conclusion, that SFP must be examined as an independent direction of public policy; as the system of complex activity of the state, aimed at forming, maintenance, strengthening, development and defence, providing of sovereignty and welfare of the institute of family; as a political and legal category.

We firmly believe that SFP must systematically decide the task of strengthening a family and family values; provide its interests in the process of community development; carry out the examination of vital functions of a family, and also any other decisions, normative and legal acts that are passed by public authorities from the point of view of influence of consequences of their realization on the family; creation of necessary conditions for realization of the functions of the family on the basis of its own labour activity; activation of the subject role of family in the process of the defence of its own rights; providing defence for socially unprotected families.

By its content SFP is complex and represents the relations of the state and family in the basic spheres of vital functions of society. However it is concentrated on the specific problems of a family, related to realization of its basic social functions.

We are also sure of the necessity to differentiate SFP and the policy in relation to women and children. With no regard to close objective interrelation, they are independent directions of social policy, although often equated (V. Dereha, S. Nychyporenko, L. Melnychuk, O. Kochemyrovskaya, L. Kryvachuk, A. Avchukhova and others).

State policy in relation to women and children is a constituent of a demographic policy of the state, the basic measures of which are aimed at the settlement of processes of recreation of population, the defence of rights of children as well as health protection of women and children.

For the detailed determination of this issue it is also necessary to consider the interpretation of such concepts, as “state family policy” and “policy of the state in relation to family”, “policy of the state in relation to family and women”, as their meanings may differ. The lack of official interpretation of these concepts in practice results in problems with determination of tasks; subjects of SFP, their functions in relation to realization of SFP, structure; mechanisms of realization of legislative norms, normative and legal acts. All of it negatively influences on the level of realization of any measures that come true within the framework of the government or regional programs and others like that.

State policy in relation to family is an inalienable, constituent of social policy of the state. Such policy has a narrow branch orientation. First of all it is conducted with the aim of settlement of marriage-family issues, stimulation of a birth-rate, material support of families with children etc. Its measures are implemented in order to remove the consequences of the negative influence on the institute of family.

State policy in relation to family and women is a constituent of social policy of the state, the basic measures of which are aimed at providing social guarantees to families with children and women.

Taking into account everything mentioned above it is possible to draw a conclusion, that SFP is a political and legal category and must be examined in two complementary aspects. In a political aspect it is an independent direction of public policy, the system of complex activity of the state that is aimed at forming, maintenance, strengthening, development and defence, providing of sovereignty and welfare of the institute of family. In a legal aspect it is a purposeful activity of public organs and other subjects of SFP aimed at creation of optimal conditions for the functioning of the institute of family.

The specific of such a policy has concretely-historical character. Among its determinants it is possible to distinguish:

- institutional factors (political system, political regime, legislative base that regulates the mutual relations of the institute of family and the state;
- socio-economic conditions (the level of development of services sector, creating conditions for ensuring economic independence of the family, the level of the real incomes of the family, granting families support in combination of professional and domestic duties by their members);
- sociocultural and ideological factors (dominating system of values and ideals as well as relation to the social status of the family and role functions of spouses determined by their gender);
- character of mutual relations between the state and the family (social partnership, paternalism/parentalism, interference/not intervention of the state in the implementation by the family its own functions). Such understanding of SFP directs family and state on the quality new level of relations and differs from traditional approaches. Firstly, a family, but not only an individual, gets a quality new status – real rights, state guarantees necessary for its existence.
Secondly, SFP is carried out by means of the specially organized system of activity on the basis of the legal adjusting of relations of family and state. Thirdly, the competences of SFP comprise not all common social, but only specific, institutional problems of the family. Fourthly, SFP is aimed at the family as a social institute and an integral object. Fifthly, SFP acquires a systematic, complex character, embracing the basic spheres of functioning of the family in society. Sixthly, the state adheres to sovereignty of the family and its members, creates conditions for the most complete realization of its rights and interests, the role of the subject of social relations.

In this connection the crucial role for the organs of executive power, local self-government - the subjects of providing the SFP play tasks on implementation the following functions: a) creation of the proper conditions for the optimal functioning of the institute of family in Ukraine; b) granting families various state (administrative) services, including social, service, oriented to the different categories and necessities of families in Ukraine; c) realization of “internal” control over the implementation by executive organs, local self-government - subjects of the SFP, their public servants the duties they gain for providing the SFP in Ukraine; d) applying of corresponding measures for defence of the violated rights and freedoms of citizens and members of their families in case of their appeal of administrative or judicial of decisions, actions or omission of organs of executive power, local self-government - subjects of providing the SFP in Ukraine.
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The stability of the state, its economic development largely depends on physical and spiritual health of the family, on public relations to its problems, interests and needs. The state is interested in the active family that is able to develop a new life strategy, to ensure not only its survival in unstable society that is transforming, but also to develop successfully.
However, the interests and opportunities of families in Ukraine are being implemented insufficiently these days. Despite the fact that during the entire period of independence the state has determined the family policies as an integral component of the activity programmes of all governments, appropriate measures have not yielded the expected or desired results. Over the last ten years, the socio-economic and moral situation of the family in Ukraine deteriorated significantly. This has led to an increase of such negative phenomena as the low birth rates, increase in cases of domestic violence, inappropriate level of parenting, which consequently lead to an increase in the number of divorces, single-parent families, illegitimate births, and massive increase in child abandonment among others. Today the processes lead to serious socio-economic and political problems, and, moreover, can lead to a global social crisis and national tragedy in future due to negative dynamics.

Therefore, the tasks of stabilizing the institution of family and overcoming the negative socio-demographic trends are of particular significance and relevance, and crucially need immediate and effective decisions to be made.


Studying the works of the above-mentioned scientists, we can conclude that in science there is no consensus in almost all areas of family policy due to opposing viewpoints.

However, despite the interest in the study of state family policy (hereinafter – SFP) in the world, the issue of domestic scientists have not been studied enough.

The first works on the issues of family policy have appeared in Ukraine only in late 90s of the 20th century [1; 2; 3; 4]. However, they did not have any appropriate theoretical framework and SFP was examined insufficiently.

Recently several more thorough work on the study with a detailed analysis of the domestic practice of family policy have been published [5; 6; 7; 8]. However, family policy was considered in the narrow sense (within the main focus primarily on direct cash payments, assistance to large families, tax benefits, parental leave payment). In other scientific papers, the focus was mainly on demographic and pronatalistic aspects of family policy or rather, detection of existing problems without a diversity of ways of their possible overcoming.

In the context of the above mentioned, there is a strong need for a comprehensive study of theoretical and methodological problems of SFP in Ukraine, according to which its gradual creation as an independent branch of the state policy will be implemented.

The need for the development of SFP is also determined by the necessity of its implementation in law enforcement practice of state authorities – the subjects of providing the SFP in Ukraine. The result is the reorientation of SFP with provision of social support to separate categories of families, mostly socially disadvantaged, and the elimination of family dysfunctions to create conditions for the conservation, enhancement, development and protection of socially advantaged families.

The aim of the article is to develop the priority directions of SFP, the practical application of which will contribute to effective reforms and to the formation of a comprehensive SFP system in Ukraine.

Conducted analysis in previous publications [9; 10; 11; 12] allowed us to conclude that Ukraine’s SFP is characterized by the contradictions between the need for modern scientific substantiation of managerial decisions in the sphere of family policy and lack of scientific development issues at national and local levels; the need to monitor the effectiveness of managerial decisions in the sphere of family policy and lack of systematic monitoring of the situation of the family; fundamental value of the position of the family in society and state detachment from many structures and institutions of family policy implementation; need for integrated and systematic approaches in solving problems of families and lack of effective interdepartmental interaction in the implementation of family policies; possibility of increasing their own capacity of families in solving social problems and insufficient level of activities of public organizations in the sphere of family policy; the preservation of the paternalistic role of the state in relation to the family and inability of this approach in modern conditions; the necessity of including all categories of households in the sphere of state family policy and work only with certain categories of families, especially socially disadvantaged ones; the need to change the direction of family policy to work with affluent families and formed the focus on social support and services for families with consumer mentality; the growing depopulation in the country and the lack of pro-family approach in conducting the economic reforms.

Indeed, to overcome these contradictions it is necessary to indicate the direction of SFP in Ukraine. They should be focused not only on meeting immediate challenges in an unstable socio-economic situation, but also on long term strengthening and development of the family institution.

In this regard on the basis of the previous studies we developed the priorities of SFP in Ukraine, the complex application of which will allow to form an effective SFP of Ukraine.

The suggested classification depends on the events with the details revealing their content. The priority directions of Ukraine’s SFP include political, institutional, demographic, economic, social, informational, cultural and educational spheres.

Thus, the political direction of SFP is necessary to implement through the formation of pro-family ideology of the state; the formation and support of national civil movement focused on protecting the interests of the family; formation and support of political parties, the purpose of which is to protect the interests of the family; to support candidates, election programs of which are focused on protection of Ukrainian families; to implement the comparative analysis of programs of political parties, revealing their ideological orientation in the family sphere; the legislative activities of the Supreme Council of Ukraine in the formation and implementation of family policy and electoral positions of political parties; the formation of inter-fractional parliamentary groups, the aim of which is to protect the institution of family in Ukraine; to conduct permanent political action, various public events that are devoted to the issues of the family; to fulfill the undertaken international obligations to protect the rights of parents and children; to coordinate the activities of politicians, ministers, agencies, civil society organizations and movements whose activities are aimed at protecting the interests of the family; to promote family associations and movements; to defend the interests of traditional Ukrainian family, the promotion of family values, recognition of their priority in the international arena.

Organizational direction should be implemented through activities concerning the establishment of organizational structure of bodies involved in securing SFP in Ukraine, coordination of international and national agencies and organizations, interagency coordination in the planning and implementation of activities ensuring the implementation of SFP in Ukraine. The mentioned directions have been thoroughly analyzed in our previous publications [13; 14; 15].

In this context it is necessary to point out that for the effective implementation of SFP in Ukraine, it is important to improve and optimize the activities of central and local executive authorities - the entities ensuring the activity of SFP in Ukraine and civil institutions.

It is expedient to create the relevant legal framework for the realization of citizens’ constitutional rights to participate in public
The demographic direction should be implemented through the system of following measures: reforming the system of pre-
school and school medicine; ensuring the availability of families to sports activities through the development of infrastructure
and organization of physical culture and sports activities at the places of residence, work and leisure; promotion in the media of
propaganda of healthy lifestyle for children and adolescents; the development of advocacy at the individual, family levels of society
and the state in terms of awareness on reproductive rights; addressing the problem of access to quality and affordable health services
and inspections of the rural population; the formation of social conscience of rural people, who live in rural areas, in relation to
their own health and the health of their children through the development of state programs and target funds intended for their
implementation with appropriate control over the efficiency of their use; improvement of diagnosis and treatment through the targeted
consolidation funds for the purchase of equipment and training of the medical personnel; the establishment of a network of consulting
services for general health maintenance with the corresponding information of their activities and propaganda of healthy lifestyle in
mass media about the availability of these services, principles and conditions for their provision at local and state levels that would
correspond to the formation of conscious demand for such services; the application of measures concerning the development of a
network of children’s institutions of improvement and recreation, prevention of their number reducing, conversion and misuse;
the introduction of alternative forms and methods of organization of educational process for preschool children; formation of the
system of educational services (daytime nanny, nurseries, playgrounds, schools of early development; private pre-school institutions,
mini-kindergartens, etc.); promoting the expansion of children’s cultural institutions, sports clubs, educational institutions and clubs;
creating the conditions for possibilities of reducing the working hours for working parents; extension and improvement of the market
of services for child care, establishment of partial compensation from public funds, depending on the number of children in the family;
creating the conditions to combine employment with raising children through the expansion of infrastructure of preschool institutions
and day care facilities for children (including disabled children), ensuring an access of children with disabilities to mainstream
schools, encourage enterprises to introduce the forms of work organization (children’s rooms, flexible hours, etc.); increasing the
financing of adult education and children recreation; encourage the development of flexible employment options that can help parents
combine employment and family responsibilities (‘accumulation’ of working hours with the purpose of their future use, part-time
work, distance and home-based work, etc.).

Special attention should be given to the measures for the minimization of labor migration: to create conditions for the reduction
of departure for working abroad; to develop the internal migration of citizens in order to meet the needs of labor market of Ukraine
and as an alternative of working abroad; the protection of the rights of citizens who work abroad; to create conditions for the return
of migrants to their homeland through maximum use of the results of labor migration for development [16, p. 28].

In order to implement the economic directions of the SFP in Ukraine it is necessary: to stimulate the instruments of tax and credit
policy of domestic manufacturers of children’s products, educational, cultural and recreational services, employers for creating jobs
for parents who are raising minor children; to encourage the introduction by employers of flexible forms of employment, which
provided parents with the opportunity to combine family and professional functions, by the economic methods (tax incentives, rental
privileges, etc.); to reform the wages, which should be based on a fair distribution of income between labor and capital based on a
family factor; to improve existing and to develop new mechanisms for long-term lending for families of average incomes; to improve
the system of mortgage lending by increasing the volume of housing construction at the expense of all funding sources; to introduce
the practice of family taxation; to create the economic conditions to stimulate entrepreneurial initiative of families, self-employment,
farming; to develop a model of preferential lending to families on the organization of their business; to ensure appropriate and
timely funding of health institutions at the expense of state and local budgets, social insurance fund on temporary disability and non-
budgetary funds; to provide support to children’s institutions of rehabilitation and recreation through the provision of benefits for
utility services, food, and local taxes and fees.

Social direction should include the definition of real living wage taking into account inflation; exemption from taxation of
revenues at the level of minimum social standards, which are necessary to support the livelihoods of citizens and members of their
families; to ensure differentiated and targeted approaches to the provision of state guarantees of social protection; improvement of
monitoring system of social benefits aimed at poverty reduction, through the definition of specific goals, objectives and performance
indicators of budget programs of social protection of the population; application of measures to ensure the early detection and
timely provision of targeted comprehensive social assistance to families with children who need it; the provision of social inspection
and support social to families who are in difficult life circumstances; the introduction of a system of assessment of the needs of
local governments in supporting families with children; the introduction of social conscience of rural people, who live in rural areas,
and inspections of the rural population; the formation of social conscience of rural people, who live in rural areas, in relation to
their own health and the health of their children through the development of state programs and target funds intended for their
implementation with appropriate control over the efficiency of their use; improvement of diagnosis and treatment through the targeted
consolidation funds for the purchase of equipment and training of the medical personnel; the establishment of a network of consulting
services for general health maintenance with the corresponding information of their activities and propaganda of healthy lifestyle in
mass media about the availability of these services, principles and conditions for their provision at local and state levels that would
correspond to the formation of conscious demand for such services; the application of measures concerning the development of a
network of children’s institutions of improvement and recreation, prevention of their number reducing, conversion and misuse;
the introduction of alternative forms and methods of organization of educational process for preschool children; formation of the
system of educational services (daytime nanny, nurseries, playgrounds, schools of early development; private pre-school institutions,
mini-kindergartens, etc.); promoting the expansion of children’s cultural institutions, sports clubs, educational institutions and clubs;
creating the conditions for possibilities of reducing the working hours for working parents; extension and improvement of the market
of services for child care, establishment of partial compensation from public funds, depending on the number of children in the family;
creating the conditions to combine employment with raising children through the expansion of infrastructure of preschool institutions
and day care facilities for children (including disabled children), ensuring an access of children with disabilities to mainstream
schools, encourage enterprises to introduce the forms of work organization (children’s rooms, flexible hours, etc.); increasing the
financing of adult education and children recreation; encourage the development of flexible employment options that can help parents
combine employment and family responsibilities (‘accumulation’ of working hours with the purpose of their future use, part-time
work, distance and home-based work, etc.).

It is also necessary to improve the mechanism of payments to one-time material assistance for child birth, to simplify the procedure
for obtaining this assistance, which provides many types of inquiries, most of which are available at the place of mother’s registration;
to conceptually review the content of the payment with a state-guaranteed minimum and parental salary, and, thus, stimulating the
family birth with average income levels; to conceptually reform the current system of social benefits, which are paid to low-income
and large families, replacing them with tax, to introduce the back-pay of social benefits (195-400); to improve the Institute of public
inspectors of the departments of labor and social protection through the improvement of monitoring and licensing functions,
the improvement of organizational, staffing and logistical support of their work; to improve the system of reporting, to simplify the
procedure for appointing all types of state social benefits using information technology for remote consultation of citizens, to define
the rights of the family to receive state social assistance.

Information direction of SFP should be implemented through the following activities: providing regular display of statistical and
sociological information on the situation of families in the media, scientific journals, and special literature; raising public awareness
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about agencies and services that are provided to families; ensuring regular display of state statistics, the results of the census of population in order to provide society with reliable data on the situation of families, problems and ways of their solution; attraction of print and electronic media to form positive experience of the formation of young families, responsible parenthood, and large families; ensuring the organization of targeted information campaign designed for the formation of civil position concerning the issues of increasing the birth rate, value of children and the status of fatherhood, transition from small families to the family with average number of children, reorientation of values to the stable full family with several children, promotion of healthy lifestyles, family forms of upbringing children; ensuring placement of information in print media, preparation of reports, speeches of responsible government officials, experts of national, regional television and radio for coverage of activities undertaken for the implementation of SFP in Ukraine, the formation of public opinion and image of professionals working with families; carrying out social activities among the youth audience, aimed at formation of positive image of the family; the conduct of various awareness-raising activities for the public with the objective of anticipating violence in families; production and placement of outdoor advertising on billboards, banners, billboards, aimed at formation of positive image of the family; increase in number of children’s cultural-educational and health programs on television and radio; prohibiting all kinds of propaganda of violence, cruelty and pornography, especially in the media; the production of presentation products for the promotion of the priorities of SFP in Ukraine.

Cultural and educational direction of SFP in Ukraine should be implemented through the establishment of schools for young parents, development of special programmes for these schools, providing professional training; ensuring the development of programmes to prepare young people for family life and the formation of responsible parenthood; the introduction of alternative forms and methods of organization of educational and training processes; ensuring carrying out an examination of textbooks, manuals and curriculum for general educational institutions in compliance with the norms of public morality, family values; promoting the development of the system of educational services; improvement of the forms of advisory work on issues of marriage, parenting, sexual education of adolescents and young people; provision of national and international events, festivals, concerts, competitions, and exhibitions the purpose of which is to promote patriotism, spirituality, morality, formation of universal human and family values, promoting healthy lifestyle; involvement of youth and children’s civic organizations to participate in patriotic and educational, cultural and educational, sport and local history work with children in the institutions of rehabilitation and recreation for children; preservation of existing and creation of new institutions of cultural, educational and family-patriotic education of children and youth.

Finally, application in practice of the above mentioned priority areas will contribute to the effective reform and will create meaningful, comprehensive, effective system of SFP in Ukraine.
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